Abstract-Round-robin based packet scheduling algorithms are suitable for high-speed networks, but in a variable-length packet environment, this kind of scheduling algorithm need consider packet length to guarantee scheduling fairness. Previous schemes are not perfect for fairness and efficiency. This paper presents a new easily implementable scheduling discipline, called Resilient Quantum Round-Robin (RQRR), in which the quantum given to each of the flows in a round is not fixed and is calculated depending on the transmission situation of all the flows in the previous round. We prove that the implementation complexity of RQRR is O (1) with respect to the number of flows. We analytically prove the fairness properties of RQRR, and show that its relative fairness measure has an upper bound of 7Max-1, where Max is the size of the largest packets. Finally, we present simulation results comparing the fairness and performance characteristics of RQRR with deficit round-robin (DRR), which show that RQRR achieves better short time scale fairness and scheduling delay properties.
INTRODUCTION
In high-speed packet networks, all the switching points want to cache, queue and output the arrived packets depending on packet scheduling algorithms. These algorithms can be categorized into two main classes: time-stamp based scheduling algorithm and round-robin based scheduling algorithm. Time-stamp based algorithms such as WF 2 Q (Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing) [1] and SCFQ(Self-Clocked Fair Queuing) [2] maintain two time-stamps for each packet to indicate its start-serving time and end-serving time respectively, then sort their time and send out the packet with the least end-serving time. This kind of algorithms is to approximately emulate the most ideal packet scheduling algorithm-GPS (Generalized Processor Sharing) [3] by maintaining virtual clocks and achieves good fairness and low latency. However, their time complexity is at least O (logN) (N is the number of active flows) due to computing and sorting each packet's time. In round-robin based scheduling algorithms such as RR (Round-Robin), WRR (Weighted Round-Robin) [4] and DRR (Deficit Round-Robin) [5] etc., the scheduler simply serves all non-empty queues in a round-robin manner. These algorithms neither maintain a time-stamp for every service flow, nor perform sorting among the packets. Most of them have O (1) complexity with respect to the number of flows. By contrast, round-robin based scheduling algorithms are suitable for using in high-speed networks. However, in a variable-length packet environment, round-robin based scheduling algorithms must consider packet length to guarantee scheduling fairness. Generally a good scheduling algorithm should have the characteristics of fairness, efficiency and low complexity.
DRR can support variable-length packet scheduling with O (1) time complexity and it gains widespread attentions [6] [7] [8] [9] . DRR assigns a quantum for each flow to indicate the number of bytes that the flow can transmit in a round. At the same time, a deficit counter (DC) is also set for each flow to store the residual quantum that the flow does not use up in a service opportunity, and through which the flow can bring the residual quantum into the next service. In this way during a relatively long time, the service that a flow receives is directly proportional to its quantum on the whole. We say that DRR is fair and suited to be used in variable-length packet networks. However, DRR also has some shortages: firstly, it just provides long time scale fairness and it may induce big output burst from short time scale; secondly, its characteristic of latency is not good and probably some queues cannot receive service for a long time; in addition, DRR wants to know the length of packets before sending them and overhead is increased inevitably. Aiming at the above-mentioned shortages, many literatures put forward improvements to DRR. Ref. [10] proposed nested-DRR to adopt fine grain scheduling policy and minish the upper bound of packet latency. LL_DRR [11] presented a new algorithm suitable for variable-length packet scheduling based on DRR and had prominent improvement in latency performance. Ref. [12] put forward a new scheduling discipline named prioritized nested DRR (PNDRR), which introduced a token bucket with virtual allocated token quantum and delay of packet in latency critical queue is effectively diminished. Ref. [13] overcome the limitation that DRR cannot output smoothly by adding traffic shaper on the basis of network calculus in nodes and improved network QoS. Improvised-Modified Deficit Round-Robin (I-MDRR) is proposed in [14] , which not only meets the QoS requirements of real-time services but also provides the higher throughput. The slicing domain scheduling viewpoint is proposed in [15] , which adopts smoothed deficit round-robin (SDRR) scheduling algorithm in carrying group and longest queue first (LQF) scheduling algorithm in scheduling domain; scheduling complexity and delay are decreased. M-DRR [16] combines the channel conditions and application of hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) technology to schedule wireless packet data. It can improve the system throughput and provide some QoS guarantees. In order to flexibly handle burst flows and efficiently implement data deduplication for bandwidth saving, [17] proposes a D2DRR-based scheduling scheme for avionics networks with the benefits of low complexity and easy implementation. In these mentioned algorithms, improvements to DRR made up its some shortages, but some of these algorithms improve the scheduling performance depending on taking advantage of other mechanisms synthetically. On the other hand, their basis is still DRR and a fixed quantum is assigned for each data flow. Fixed quantum must be determined in advance and cannot instantly reflect the behavior of the flows in scheduling process. In this paper, a new variable-length packet scheduling algorithm different from DRR is presented, which is called Resilient Quantum Round-Robin (RQRR).The distinct characteristic is that the quantum of each queue changes dynamically and the permission given to each of the flows in a given round is not fixed and is computed depending on the behavior of the flows in the previous round. During the course of its execution, flows which receive very little service in a round are given an opportunity to receive proportionately more service in the next round. Thereupon, good scheduling fairness among flows can be guaranteed.
II. RESILIENT QUANTUM ROUND-ROBIN
A pseudo-code implementation of the RQRR scheduling algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 , consisting of Initialization, Enqueuing Module and Dequeuing Module. The Initialization is to initialize packet scheduling module when network node has demand on scheduling packets. Enqueuing Module is called whenever a new packet arrives at a flow. The packet will enter into the correlative queue and wait for being sent. Dequeuing Module is the heart of the algorithm which schedules packets from the queues corresponding to different flows.
A data flow is defined as active if its queue is not empty or its packets are being scheduling. All the active flows are put into a list and this list is called "ActiveFlowList". When a flow changes from active to inactive, it will be removed from ActiveFlowList. When a flow changes from inactive to active, it will be appended at the end of ActiveFlowList.
A round is defined as the process during which the data flows, included in ActiveFlowList at a time instant T1 (T1>0), are accessed by packet scheduling module. The newcome flows or those become active once again can be appended at the end of ActiveFlowList, but they will be accessed in the next round. For example, consider the instant of time, T1, when the scheduler is first initialized. Suppose round 1 is one round-robin iteration In order to express the number of data flows wanted to be accessed in a round, RQRR introduces a counter, which is called "VisitFlowCount", to record the number of flows. At the beginning of a round, VisitFlowCount equals the number of flows in ActiveFlowList. When packet scheduling module finishes accessing a flow, the value of VisitFlowCount will be minus 1. At last, when VisitFlowCount equals 0, it means that the current round is over.
In each round, the scheduling algorithm determines the number of bytes that a flow is permitted to send. We call this quantity the P-value for the flow during that round. Suppose there are n (n is a natural number and n>0) flows sharing one output link. The P-value assigned to flow i (i is a natural number, 1≤i≤n) during round r (r is a natural number, r>0) is denoted by P i (r). P-value is not fixed and is recomputed in the following rounds except its initial value is 0. The computing method is: for one flow, P-value of the next round = P-value of the current round + the Average Count (AC) of bytes sent by other flows in current round -the number of bytes sent by the flow in current round.
Another counter is used to record the number of bytes, called "ByteNumberCount". Let Send i (r) be the number of bytes that are transmitted from the queue of flow i in round r. Its initial value is 0 before a round starts and the number of bytes of sent packets will be accumulated to it once a packet is sent.
Average Count (AC): for flow-i, AC expresses that, starting from the r-th (r≥2) round, the average number of bytes sent by all the other flows in the previous round, denoted by AC i (r-1). If there are n flows in the round r-1, then,
If it is not divided exactly, the result equals the integer part of quotient + 1.
Whereupon, computing the P-value of a flow as: when r=1, P i (1) =0; when r>1,
Hereinto i is a natural number and 1≤i≤n. The meaning of P-value is: the quantity of data that a flow is permitted to send out in a round not only relates to its own P-value, but also depends on the quantity sent by other active flows. Fig. 2 illustrates the first four rounds in an execution of the RQRR algorithm. In this figure, there are three flows: flow-1, flow-2 and flow-3. The sizes of the packets actually sent by the flow during this round are shown by the horizontal bars and the new P-values for the next round are again computed using (1) and (2) . One packet is sent at least when P-value ≤ 0 in a round. Although only four rounds are listed, there is no limitation in the quantity of flows and the number of rounds for RQRR, which will continue scheduling packets once data flows become active. Also, we can observe from Fig.2 that, in general, flows which receive very little service in a round are given an opportunity to receive proportionately more service in the next round. For instance, flow-3 only sent a three-byte packet in round 2, whereas it sent three packets in round 3 and the total length comes to twenty bytes.
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the implementation complexity of RQRR, and also the fairness using a measure based on a popular metric proposed in [2] .
A. Implementation Complexity
Consider an execution of the RQRR scheduling algorithm over n flows. Define the implementation complexity of the RQRR scheduler as the order of the time complexity, with respect to n, of enqueuing and then dequeuing a packet for transmission.
Theorem 1: The implementation complexity of a RRQR scheduler is O (1).
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that enqueuing and dequeuing a packet are each of time complexity O (1).
The time complexity of enqueuing a packet is the same as the time complexity of the Enqueuing Module in Fig. 1 , which is executed whenever a new packet arrives at a flow. Determining the flow at which the packet arrives is an O (1) operation. The flow at which the new packet arrives is added to the ActiveFlowList, if it is not already in the list. This addition of an item to the tail of a linked list data structure is also an O (1) operation.
We now consider the time complexity of dequeuing a packet. During each service opportunity, the RQRR scheduler transmits at least one packet. Thus, the time complexity of dequeuing a packet is equal to or less than the time complexity of all the operations performed during each service opportunity. Each execution of the set of operations inside the while loop of the Dequeuing Module in Fig. 1 , represents all operations performed during each service opportunity given to a flow. These operations include determining the next flow to be served, removing this flow from the head of the ActiveFlowList and possibly adding it back at the tail. All of these operations on a linked list data structure can be executed in O (1) time. Additionally, each service opportunity includes updating the values of VisitFlowCount, Send i and P-value. All of these can be done in constant time, as represented by the constant number of operations in the Dequeuing Module in Fig. 1 . The statement of the theorem is proved.
B. Fairness
In the following fairness analysis, we adopt the fairness measure based on the relative fairness metric first proposed in [2] . 2 ) for the interval is defined as the maximum value of the difference between the number of bytes transmitted by any two flows, flow-i and flow-j. Namely,
FM (t 1 , t 2 ) = max (|Send i (t 1 , t 2 ) -Send j (t 1 , t 2 )|), 1≤ i, j ≤n
Define FM as the maximum of FM (t 1 , t 2 ) for all possible time intervals (t 1 , t 2 ) . A scheduler is more perfectly fair if FM approaches zero more closely. GPS (General Processor Sharing) is proven to have FM=0, but this condition cannot be met by any packet-by-packet algorithm since packets must be served exclusively. Therewithal, we can define a scheduling algorithm is considered close to fair if its FM is bounded by a constant. Especially, FM (t 1 , t 2 ) should be independent of the length of time interval.
Definition 2: Define Max as the size in bytes of the largest packet, namely the largest length of packets.
Lemma 1: In the case of no rounding in computing AC i (1≤i≤n), for any round r (r≥1), the sum of P-value of n flows is zero.
Proof: When r=1, since P i (1) =0, so the sum of P-value of n flows is zero. When r≥2, since P i (r)= P i (r-1)+ AC i (r-1)-Send i (r-1), so the sum is, ( 1) According to Lemma 1, if the P-values of flows are not all zero, then they cannot all be positive number. The sum of positive P-value and the sum of negative P-value have the equal numerical value. When the P-value of a flow is negative, this flow is permitted to send one packet and its largest length is Max. Without loss of generality, assume that the P-value of flow-1 is negative at round r-1, the largest length of data that flow-1 can send at this round is Max. Again, assume that flow-2 is the flow with the largest P-value which is more than Max and attains to 2Max-1. The total length of packets that flow-1 and flow-2 can send at the most is: Max+2Max-2+Max=4Max-2 The following theorem establishes the fact that the fairness measure of RQRR is bounded by a constant, which is independent of the length of time interval.
Theorem 3: In any execution of RQRR algorithm, when P i (r) <0, take P i (r) =0 (1≤i≤n), Then, for any time interval (t 1 , t 2 ), FM (t 1 , t 2 ) <7Max-1.
Proof: Consider two active flows i and j in time interval (t 1 , t 2 ). Since RQRR is a round-robin algorithm, flow-j must have an opportunity between any two opportunities given to flow-i. Let m i be the number of opportunities given to flow-i in time interval (t 1 , t 2 ) and let m j be the number of opportunities given to flow-j in the same interval, then |m i -m j |≤1.
Without loss of generality, assume that in the interval (t 1 , t 2 ), flow-i starts receiving service before flow-j. Thus m j =m i or m j =m i -1. From Theorem 2, we have, 
Combining (6) and (7), we get FM (t 1 , t 2 ) <7Max-1. The statement of the theorem is proved.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the latency and fairness of RQRR algorithm by using OMNET++ simulation platform, which has been becoming in popular gradually in the domain of science and industry in recent years. OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation library and framework, primarily for building network simulators. During the course of experiments, we adopt ten input service source to simulate the input of different service queues. The serial numbers of ten input service source are Flow 0~9; the packet length is generated randomly between 30 and 100 bytes; system sends out one packet in every 0.2 second. Since DRR is the most classical algorithm for supporting variable-length packet scheduling, we respectively execute RQRR and DRR to scheduling these ten flows under the same condition, then compare their performance in terms of latency and output burst.
We measured the latency of every packet between the instant it is placed in the queue for scheduling and the instant its last bit is dequeued. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show packet latency distributions when ten flows are scheduled by RQRR and DRR respectively. Hereinto horizontal axis is packet sequence number and vertical axis is latency. The results indicate that scheduling latency of RQRR is less than that of DRR and actually their average latency are 88.9s and 94.8s respectively. In addition, the results also show that RQRR can achieve a smaller delay variation because RQRR can adjust the quantum dynamically according to the scheduling behavior of active flows and smooth the latency between queues. Normally it will not happen that some queues cannot receive service for a long time.
Next, we investigate the output burst of RQRR and DRR. Select Flow 0 and Flow 1, and then compare their scheduling situation. Table I and Table II list The following line charts are visual representation of the above table results. In Fig. 5, (a) In this paper, we have presented a novel scheduling discipline called Resilient Quantum Round-Robin (RQRR), which is fair, efficient and supports variable-length packet scheduling. We have shown that the implementation complexity of RQRR is O (1), and therefore, can be easily implemented in high-speed networks with large numbers of flows. The relative fairness measure of RQRR is independent of the length of time interval and has an upper bound of 7Max-1, where Max is the largest size of the packets. In comparison to DRR of similar efficiency, RQRR possesses better short-term scale fairness, scheduling latency and delay jitter properties. On the other hand, RQRR does not want to know the length of a packet before scheduling it because it gets hold of the length information from the already sent packets. 
